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EDITOR'S NOTE 

   
 

   
 

Wall Street is starting to believe the U.S.-China trade war is really here to stay and could hit the 
economy harder than was predicted just a few weeks ago. 
 
As stocks plunged Thursday, investors’ inboxes were filled to the brim with predictions that 
Washington would go full throttle by slapping tariffs on all Chinese goods. Economists and 
strategists from Nomura, Goldman Sachs and Bank of America released new reports warning the 
trade war is getting worse, CNBC’s Patti Domm reports. 

 

https://link.cnbc.com/click/16987104.230411/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuY25iYy5jb20vMjAxOS8wNS8yMy93YWxsLXN0cmVldC1pcy1iZWNvbWluZy1jb252aW5jZWQtdGhlLXRyYWRlLXdhci1pcy1oZXJlLXRvLXN0YXktYW5kLXdpbGwtb25seS1nZXQtd29yc2UuaHRtbD9fX3NvdXJjZT1uZXdzbGV0dGVyJTdDZXZlbmluZ2JyaWVm/5c126fcd91d15c70dc34e029Bf0d13670
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Goldman Sachs economists say they are still hoping for a deal. But if there isn’t one, the hit to the 
U.S. and Chinese economies would be worse than they first thought, and inflation would rise. Bank 
of America echoed those concerns in its own note to clients and said a resolution seems 
“unrealistic.” Ed Keon, chief investment strategist at QMA,tells CNBC “I still think the risk is a full-
blown trade war and it’s beginning to look increasingly like one.” 
 
Technology is the latest battleground with the Huawei move by the U.S. and rising concerns that 
China will take aim at Apple. The world’s two largest economies appeared to dig in on their 
positions this week. No talks are now scheduled, and China’s Ministry of Commerce on Thursday 
warned the U.S. to act with “sincerity” and change its “wrong actions.” 
 

 

 

 

Kate Rooney | CNBC Markets Reporter 

@Kr00ne y  

 

Access to the CNBC Evening Brief: 

https://link.cnbc.com/public/16987104  
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